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1. Introduction 

The acattering Df nucleona and composite nuclear particles, 
such as deuterons, O< -particles, heavy-ions (HI) and others, ia a 
very important tool in extracting information on the nuclear structu

re /1/. Deapite the existence Df different microscopic and semimicros
copic nuclear modela, analysea of the scattering data are moatly per
formed by the uae of simpie phenomenological models with many fitting 

parametera, without taking into account different effects, such as 
the Pauli blocking effect, the absence therein Df the link with any 
microscopic nuclear models. Sometimes it does happen that the results 
of these phenomenological analyses for the same nucleua are in cont

radiétion with each other. Therefore, different semimicroacopic 
approaches to the description Df nucleon and composite particle scat
tering are of great jnterest. 

Such an approach has been developed in /2,3/ for the description 
Df low-energy nucleon scattering. In contrast to similar approaches 
/4.5/ to the nucleon-nuqleus problems, in /2/ the nucleon-nucleus 
potentials have been obtained in a closed form with taking into acco
unt the exchange NN correlations in the density matrix formaliam 
without using a cumbersome iterative procedure /5/. Further, thia 
approach has been generalized to the o< -nucleus caae /6/ by f'oLdí ng 
the nucleon-nucleus potential, calculated within the scheme developed 
in /2,3/, with the nucleon density Df the O(-particle. However, in 
the (X-nucleus potential obtained in this way, only a partial anti 
symmetrization between each .nucleon in the CX-particle and nucleons 
in a target-nucleus has been taken into account. And for the HI po

tentials such en approximation may not be sufficient aince the exchan
ge NN correlations result in full antisymmetrization. between nucleons 

in the projectile-nucleua and nucIeons in the target-nucleus /7/. 
Among other approaches to the description of composite particle a~~t
tering, the' double-folding model /8/ is the moat popular one. Since 
the exact evaluation Df exchange part of the HI potential involves 
many calculational difficulties, in most folding calculations the 

exchange NN correlations in the UI potential are effectively eatima
ted using a zero-range pseudopotential /9/. The zero-range pseudopo
tential is an approximation of the exchange term in th.e case of 
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i~finite nuclear matter with a constant density /8/ and it may be too 
crude for the case of collision of two finite nuclei. Moreover, an ex

plicit and exact treatment of exchange NN correlations /2,J,5/ can 
lead to some effects which cannot be described in the pseudopotential 
approximation. Recently, a method for calculation of the exchange 

parts Df o<-nucleus and RI optical potentials with ~ull antisymmetri
zation between nucleons in the colliding nuclei has been proposed in 
/10,11/. However, this method is based on a cumbersome iterative pro
cedure and can be used only for the analyses Df elastic scattering. 

In the present work, based on a generalization Df the double
folding model /8/ and the semimicroscopic approach to nucleon-nucleus 

problems /2,3/, unified and closed expressions of optical potentials 

and irelastic form factors are obtained botb for nucleon-nucleus and 
nucleus-nucleus cases with taking into account tbe full antisymmetri
zation between l1ucleons in the projectile and nucleons in the target 

nucleus. The obtained equations can be used in the microscopic analy
ses Df elastic and inelastic'scattering Df nucleons and composite 
nuclear particles. 

2. Formalism 

Tbe nucleon-nucleus potential in general must be nonlocal in 
space and energy-dependent. Within the frame Df a simple folding prO
cedure /12/ this potential can be written as a sum Df the local direct 
term and the ~onlocal exchange term: 

R'-, ) C:-C- -I .~ (' X-(~ C~- ~ d~RUC- )R;E =·0 R-R )L J<rn R.,)1JD R.R1 jE") <fn(R1 ) 1 + 
n 

+ L'tpn)f(R) 1JEx(R)r~ E)<f>nCR) 
n • (1 ) 

The nonlocality Df the potential is due to taking account of the 

Pauli principIe and leads to the integro-differential form Df the 

Schrodinger equation or a system Df coupled-channel equations. Ho
wever, one can obtain the equivalent local potential in the manner 

pr-opoa ed in /13/, namely: 

UC~E):=. SU(itR"";E)dR1 = UDCR;E)+ UEX(R;E) = 

= \,p(R') U'p (R:~; E)dR1

+ Sf (R:R") V"EXC!Z R; E) jo(kO?) IR- R""I )dR1 

, 

;) (2) 

2 

_ ..., ~ (OU, ~ ,.. 
where :::+ p( R.R )= L To (K)~(RI) is the one-body density matrix 

n
( ~(R) are the single-particle wave f'unc t Lon s of the nucleons in 

-'I> (",..,..
the target nucl eus , P( R)= P R.R)) liD ando "EX are the direct 
and exchange components of the chosen effective NN interaction, 

jo(k(~) S) - the spherical Bessel function appeared in the localiza
tion procedure. The local momenturn of the relative motion of the sys
tem k(R) is defined from the expression 

(3)k\~)= (2m/ti2 ) [E- U(~f)-YC(R)], 

~ (~
Her-e U(R;E) s the total nuclear potential, 1.e. U R;f)ã = 

UD(R~J:) + uEXCitE) VCCR) is the Coulomb potential. For the 
effective NN interaction one usuallyuses the translational invariant",. ..., ) (_ ... 
f'o rm, i. e. "D(EX)cR,R;E :. lJ'D{EX) IR-R'/.: E) • Further, the density mat
rix and potentials (2) are expanded into the multipole series: 

( ...~ ~ ~C (li})') . V (~Y* (~IP R,R+s)=L- ))CNPLM rR,s)<l'J~l)'~'ILM>I,,)~ R) »'fI' s) , (4) 
~71'L 

~~'M 

(5)U(~;E)=LCL [U~(R;E)+ U~XCR;E)] ~~ (~) 
lM 

and 

Cf .... ~ . C * (~Y-\R)=L CLV1. (R)Yl M R) .(5' ), 
LM 

where Cli ::: '1 if oi):/:-O and Co=~ . After some simple transfor
mations one Can obtains the following equation for the exchange po

tential: 
00 

CLU~X(R;E)::: 41fL CJlC))J seLl)})'; p~') SJ~'Lt'(k:(R)~)Gh" (RJs)x
7)N r : t: (6) 

t"f'l' o xl}EX(S;E)s2.ds , 

1\ '" 1 

where S(L ) 1) ]) A ,r;;:;--:
»))1; f-tf"" =: r;;:=.t\ <1l,..,~/f'4'ILM></)o))'O ILo> } 1>=\12))+1 
.,. . \J41l' L ) 

c,J})f'(k-(RJc)= Sjo(HIt);:)J;,,..c~)d~, t: rt~i!' 
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C G: (I ) -1 C (710)( 1 r ("..J) ..... -=' y*(~ s: ~ 
/) 7lf'<,,-R,s = 4.rr »F.n~ R)s)=4Jr'0PR,R+s) .i'>~ R)dR ds . (7) 

The density matrix in (7) can be evaluated for spherical or deformed 
nuclei by using single-particle wave functions calculated from some 
nuclear model /5/. However, instead of this exact but lengthy pro
cedure, usually various local approximations for P((R*-+s') are 
used. The Slater' approximation /14/ is the simplest oneE 

(~ ~ (~ ~ "( ~ ~ )p R,R+~) ~ p R+2")j-1 kF(R+~)s , 
(8) 

where J, (x)= 3(Jiinx - XCQsx)!x3 ) k"F(F')= ti JT'p(r»l~ . 

F1g. I 

T,he direot part of the nuoleus-nucleus potential can be evaluated 
by a simple folding formula /8/ (6ee Fig.l) 

, uDe R";E) = Sp~)Cr,') p(2)(i;) lJ"D(s; E) di:,'d~ , " (9). 

4 

Different components U.E(R; t=) of the direct parts of tbe 
nucleon-nucleus (2) and nucleus-nucleus potentials can be calculated 
within the standard folding model /8,15/ by using appropriate transi
tion densities for the coll~ding nuclei. In tbis work we will concent
rate mostly on our formalism deveioped for the exchange potentials. 
For simplicity we will omit tbe variable E in alI expressions for 
potentials bereafter, always keeping in mind tbat the obtained poten
tials must be energy-dependent due to the energy dependenee of tbe 
ehosen effeetive NN interaction and the ~ocal momentum of relative 
motion of tbe eonsidered syetem (see (3),(3'). Tbe exebange part of 
tbe nueleus-nucleus potential is the antisymmetrized matrix element 

/7/: UE)«(R)=.~ • <iJ I1rEXIJi>' 
l..eA1 ,d6 Az 

where Ii> and Ij> refer to the single-particle wave func
tions of nuelei A" and A:t. respeetively. Note tbat the localizaJ 

tion procedure for tne exchange nucleus-nucleus potential /7/ is simi
lar to that for tbe nueleon-nucleus case /13/ in the plane wave repré
sentation of the relative motion of nucleons. By writing 

n~ ~~ (OIt)= <f1 e-xp (d::.,1,,) and Ij>~ C1J €.!xp(ik~~.2) , wbere Ti and 
~j are tbe intrinsic a í.ng Le-cpar tdc Le wave funetions of the nuc

leons in A., and Az. wi tb tbe eorresponding relative eoor
:"::'i' ~ ~ ~ 

dinates 1-1.) 12. and momenta K" , K2. , one can get 17,10/: 

U§:X( -'i . (' f1)(~~ -; ~)(~ ~ ~ ( [·'rlk(R~)~/.'~A]d-i I='R)= Jp r'l) r., .... S ) P r2 , Yi - s ) ""EX S) exr 1 S cJVl r., a l2. ) 
(10 )
 

where 2.
 
k~R)=, ~;w.rE- U(~)-VC(R)l ) M=A.,A2./(A,+Pt:2.)' C3')
 

Applying the local approximation (8? for tbe d~nBity matrices in (10), 
after some transformations one obtains: 

00 

UEX(f() =4rr S'lJEiS) s2.d~ S{(1)(~S) f(l)(~ ~,S') jo(k(W>c IM). drt( 
o . (11) 

where . f (i,2.) (trs)= p(j,2.)(~) t (kF (p)S). 
1.2 

With the multipole expansion of tbe local density: 

P(P)=L C)) <IMllfi IJ/M'> P~(t') y~ CP) . , wbere r and l' are ini
I .i'>f'C r: 

~ial and final spins of the nucleus, and the folding formulae in momen
tum apaCe /1,8/, one ean ·write the aeeond integral in (11) as: 

S4t-f(I)(i';S) f~)(f-.R',s") =~ ,C}) G"f< (R,&) y,,~C~') = 

5 

-, 



== ~<7>1 ~~ 1)~f'f2. \ 71 f"<- ><I1M11)~ f-l1\tM: >< IJM,2 lI.2 f'l~ ~ I~M; >)C 

11,,1>111 

t"~r-c1f'4 (ll)( y *' (~ 

where .. 

f(-1J

1)( i I S ) = 4rr (' p(1J 2.

J)"J2. J 711) 2 1J2
O 

Here jJJtR) is the spherical Bassel function Df. J> -th order, 
kf. (t)= [3/2.JT'2.p~)2.)(r)]~ • (14) and (15) Lnc Lude , as speeial 

case~~ mutual excitation (r:t:I.. and r;*I2. ), singIe excitation 

( 1~* I., or I~ * I2, ) and elastic scattering (r~=I., and r;=I,2 ). 
Putting (14) into (11), or.e can obtain: 

00 

EX"~ S ( Cl.U L (R)=4JTLCllCJl'SCLll})~~f'<I) JJ>/~J k(R)c/M))( 
• 1) ll' o 

~~' )( G)')~ (R),s) lr (s) s2d~EX
(6' ) 

It can be ~een that this equation ia the aame as equation (6) for the 
nucleon-nucleus case if eM == 1 • And from (6) and (6') we, ~ill obtain 
unified.equations both for the nucleon-nucleua and nucleue-nucleus 
potentiala. Note that in the local approximation for the density mat
rix function G})~ (R) ~) does not depend on the proj ection Df the 
transferred angular momentum, i.e. (1)t'(~S')= G})(R)S) • The exchange 
integraIs (6) and (6') in general may be evaluated by an iterative 
procedure. Such a procedure has been developed for the nucleon-nuc
leus acattering in /5/. However, with increaaing number of inelaatic 
channeIa under consideration, such an iterative procedure for th~ 

nucleua-nuc~eua case would be toe tedious and neede a lot of compu
ting time even atbig computers. That'a why in varioua eemimicroacopic 
analysea Df inelastic composite particle scattering the paeudopoten
tia1 is so w~dely used in evaluating exchange parta of inelaatic form 
factors. Nevertheless, it turns out that such difficultiea can be avo
ided and one can obt a.in closed expressione for UiX(R) by' uaing 
the multiplication theorem Df the Bessel function /16/ in the caBe Df 

joCX) 

)( C1) F1l~il)2 RJs) J>te R), 
(14 )

( C C A '"
Fl)~?(R}S')=~ i})1-1)2-J) 11"»1 <l>.. O)).2 0 1,7)0>)( 

1J.· ~e><:J ~ 

S.L r(1)(i - ) f(2.)Ct S)' • (iR)i2.d:t
)C 2). 1) .s )) ) J))TI ~ 1 ) (15)

00 

) ( r ) 

O t (kF. (r)s) j})(tr) r 2dr . 

,CX) n(2..
jo(~'t)=~ ~! j~('t) 1-2.'J.) > 11-1fIL<1. 

\ (16 ) 
ti'· 

With the muItipole expansions (5) and (5'), one can define ~ and r 
.'J.. 

as 
1" 

~= [k:(R)- k,1(rt)] 2./1 ko(R) \ ~= \ koCR)\S/eM 
(17 ) 

where k~{R)= 2m; [E- U~(R)-VoC(R)J (18) 

and k:(R) =2:~{U;X(R)+ 'L.1[UELXCR)+ UD(R)+VC(R)]Y*(~)} (19) 
,., LM L L LM • 

Here the primed sum means th~ t the sum runs only over L '* O • One 
can see that koCR) is the momentum Df relative motion in th~ centre
-off-mass frame in the case Df elastic scattering"without any exchan
ge interaction. The results Df our calculations have shown that 

k2.(R) >0 for a Ll, c ona Ldar-ed cases cf nucleon- and o< -scatteo 
ring. However, in some cases Df HI scattering at energies below the 
Coulomb barrier 1c;(R) <O and the scattering here appears to be 
due to the nondireet effects (exehange, tunnel effects ••• ) in the 
colliding nuclei. We think that in such cases it is important to take 

into aocoünt yróperly th~ Pauli principIe. By usi~g (17)-(19) expan
s í.on (16) can be wri tten ast DO 

jo(k(R'),/cM)==~ ~! Jn (lk-o(R)\c/cM.) x 

x Jrck,1(it)-2k:(f~)) li j(2.M.1 k,iR)I)r if k?-(R) <o 

l l k4~R) s/(2.Mk"oCR)) ] tl if kt)2.(R) ') o . 

1 (20 ) 
It is eaay to see that an n-th term in (20) is proportional to 

~"(R)Jb(lk-o(R)ls/cM)/l1! ,where ~(R)== m/(I~oCR)Ii;l). For the 
projectile energies Df about some tens MeV per nucleon, from a simpIe 
evaluation one can find out that ~(R) Vl 10-4 (MeV fm)-1 for 
nuc Leons , ~(R) 10-3 (MeV fm )-1 . for O(-particles, and .C/) 

10-36 ~(R) ~ 10-2 (MeV fm)-1 for RI ~ases. Moreover, the Besael 
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function J'h (X) rapidly decreases wi th increasing order n • 
Therefore expansion (20) converges very rapidly, and it is sufficient 
to take into calculations the first three terms in (20') (results of t 
our calculations show that the 4-th term in (20) can lead to a 

.1
difference in the calculated potential of about 1+2% ,much less
 
than the uncertainties in the effective NN forces or the nuclear tran ~
 

~

sition densities themselves /1,8fi. Putting (20) into (6), (6') and neg
lecting al1 terms proportional to 7e"lR) with 11~3 ,we obtain 
the potential Ln the following closed form: 

UL(R)::: U~(R)+ U~X(R)= UE(R)+IlO(R)+ ~(R)IL1(R)x 

J( [1+(f!(R) 101 (R)] [10 0 ( 1<) - f ,,"o(R)J +de2.(R) I L2(R) [Ioo(R) - fkolR)]L+ 

~2.u<) I 

4- 4Jr I L1(R) :L (2ll+1) [Il)o(R)+ V7l ( R)] 1))1 (R) + de(R)L L' ~71 x
 

/) J> ~ J>'fi' L.L
 

xS(L" ,,',t' 1") {[I",o(R)+V"' ( R)] rIM (R) +~ a' (R) I"z.(R) x 

lC (Too(R)- 1k!R»)J+ "2e(R) Ill,/R) [roo(R)- {kJR)] IJH (R)} , 
(21 ) 

where V1)(R) = U~(R) -t- vieR) and the exchange integrals are 
CQ 

I7>l1(R)= 4~	 S"EX(S) j" (l"oCR)\ siM) G))(R)s)' .Çn+2.d~, (22 ) 

o
where 

O if k:(I<)~o
,fk"o(R)= 

t2k~(R) /frn-M) i{ \cJCR) <O .f (23 ) 
The direct and exchange parts Df the optical potential correspond to 
the term with L=o from (21), i.e. Uo(R) • For the low-ener
gy nucleons or nonrelativistic HI (with energies af about some tena il

) 

MeV per nucleon), the effective NN interaction is usually taken as 
~ the effective	 G-matrix for bound nucleons (see, for example /17/)which ,

ia real. Insuch cases, equa t on' (21) can be used for eva1uating theí 

real parta of	 the optical potentia1 Uo(R) and inelastic form I 
factors Ul(f() CL:t0) • The imaginary part may be added from 1 

the ~sua1 optical model to the Uo(R) and from t~e collective J 

mode1 to the UL(R) /1/. And tbat ia the reason why we ca11 our I 
I 

approach a eemimicroecopic one. Equations (21 )-(23) are obtained in 
a unified form for both nucleon-nuc1eus (by putting ~:1 ) and 
nucleus-nucleuB pot~ntia1s with the difference only in the ca1cula
tion of G})(RJS) for theee cases using (7),(8) and (.14),(15). 

Sinoe the exchange potential is obtained from first prinçip1es 
with fu11 antisymmetrization between nuc1eons in the projecti1e and 
nuoleons in the target-nucleus, our model can be used first to study 
sing1e-nuc1eon exchange effects in elastic and inelastic scattering 
of nuoleons and oomposite nuolear p~rtic1es. This is one of the , 
objeots of our further study within this mode1. We here show on1y as 
an example the resulta of our oa1cu1ations for the real optica1 po
tent1a1 of the system o<+58 Ni at ~nergies E~= lJ9 and 172.5 MeV 
(88e the table). It can be seen from the table that our m1c
roso.pio oaloulat1.ns us1ng the so-called /8,17/ KJY 1nter
act1.n with ,a f1nite-range exchange term (MJY/FRE) give 

the resulte very closed to the phenomenologicàl1y adjusted potentia1s 
/18,19/ (ee peó t a Lfy for the case of Eo( =139 r,[eV. where the patenti 
aI can .be unambiguously determined as the squared Woods-Saxon poten

2	 .
tial /18/ (WS». The potentia1s calculated using the pseudopotential 
approximation (M3Y) are in poor agreement with the rea1iatic potentia~E 

both in the interiour and surface regions. 

Table. Real	 opt1cal potent1a1s for system ti + 58 N1 

$0(1: 139 MeV 

Uo(R) Uo(R) Uo(R)R I Uo(R) 
MJY M3Y/FRE {WS)2/18/ M3Y 

(fm) ( ) (MeV)MeV (MeV) (MeV) 

137.1

4 

O 146.7 137.9 140.5 

.71.4 

6 

76.7 81.1 82.3 

15.2 

8 

16.1 20.1 20 • .3 

1.0 1.2 1.6 0.9 

E = 172. 5 MeVoc 

Uo(R) Uo(R) Mode1 
M3Y/FRE Ind.Anal./19/ 

(MeV) (MeV) 

131.0	 50+ 200 

'76.2 81.5 

19.1 20.9 

1.2 1.3 

3.	 Conclusion 

We have obtained for the first time, without using any iterative 
proced~re, unified and c10sed expr~s8ion8 for the nuc1eon-nuc1eus and 
nuc1eus-nuc1eus potentials with taking into account fu11 antiaymmet

8 9 
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rization between nucleons in the projectile and nucleons in the target. 
By using microscopic nuclear transition densities calculated from some 

nuclear model (see, for example, /20/) with taking into account the 
Pauli principIe, this approach may be used for a detai).ed study of 
exchange NN correlations in the elastic and inelastic scattering of 

nucleons and eomposite particles. 
By expressing in an explicit forro the dependence of potentials 

on the deformation parameters as in /2,J/, the obtained equations may 
be used in the elastic and inelastic data analyses in thB distorted. 
wave Born approximation or in the coupled channel method for extrac
ting the deformation parameters of the nuclear states excited in the 

considered processes. 

Along with the energy dependence of the obtained po~entials,from 

(21) one can extract the so-called multiple-mixing effect /2,5/ which 
is absent in the pseudopotential ayproximation.This effect leads to 

the fact that the L-component of the potential i3 determined both by 
t he L-component and Â-components w1th ,À.:::. L of the nuclear transi
~ion densities of colliding nuclei. In the framework of coupled 
chanr.e L analyses, the multipole mixing er'fect involvea an ; additional 
caupling scheme for the considered ehannels. And it is believed that 
this effect would be substantial in the excitation of nuclear states 
with complicated structure. 

This approach may be used in the descriptj.on of intermediate 
energy particle scatterin8, when the umpulse approximation is valid, 

and one can chooae for lJ"OCEX) (S; E) the realistic t-matrix for freê 
nucleDr.s (see, for example, /21/). Our app;roach can also be generali 
zed t; study many-body NN carrelations in the nucleon and RI poten

tials by Lnt r oduc í.ng into 11"D (S.,; E) a realistic denai ty depen
dence /J, 22/. 

And finally we note that this approach is developed for syatems 
Df spherical nuclei, but it is straightforward to obtain analogous 
equations for a system of strongly deformed nuelei by using the mul
tipole expansions from /5/ for the densities and potentials. 

The authors are grateful to Prof.H.Rebel,Dr.K.V.Shitikova,and 
Dr.F.A.Gareev for useful discussions and criticaI remarks on some 
parts of thia work. 
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